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June 26, 2018
Testimony RE: Intro. 981 of 2018
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this bill. CHIP is a trade association comprised
of approximately 4,000 multifamily property owners and managers in New York City. Many of
our members have had issues with transient occupancies in their buildings.
We appreciate the Council’s interest in this issue, and we support any credible efforts to address
illegal short term occupancies in permanent residency buildings. Intro. 981 of 2018 is a good
first step, but it fails to address the concerns of CHIP members and other law-abiding owners.
These concerns center around the imposition of fines against owners when the illegal short-term
rentals are being leased by a tenant and the unwillingness of the enforcement agencies to
cooperate with owners who identify illegal short-term rentals in their buildings.
The City should partner with building owners in an effort to stop illegal short term rental
activity. Too often, building owners are thought of as the sole cause for this activity. While
there are undoubtedly a small handful of bad actors, the large majority of building owners do
not want illegal short term rentals in their buildings. They are not safe for the individuals renting
the unit and they are not safe for the other residents in the building. And while studies show
that there are a small handful of so-called “commercial” operators who list multiple units, the
large majority of short term rentals are listed by “non-commercial” operators, i.e., a tenant who
rents out a single apartment repeatedly over time.
To be clear, we are not talking about legal apartment sharing behavior. Tenants have a right to
share their apartment within the confines of the law. However, CHIP members report numerous
instances of abuse, not only of short-term rentals occurring in apartments where the primary
tenant is not in co-occupancy, but occurring in rent-stabilized units at rates far in excess of the
legal rent for such unit. Not only is the short-term rental illegal as an improper (and unsafe) use
of the apartment, but those tenants are profiteering by charging short-term occupants rates that
are exponentially higher than the monthly regulated rent for the apartment.
But this behavior is difficult to detect, and if detected by an owner it is almost impossible to
know the scope of their activity: how often do the rentals occur, how long has the activity been
happening, what are the rates being charged, etc. Without this information, and without any
evidence of profiteering or other egregious behavior, there is no practical way for an owner to
prevent or address this behavior. But the owner can be issued tens of thousands of dollars in
penalties for this behavior, nonetheless. Legal action against tenants on the basis of illegal short
term sublets is brought at a far less rate than the activity actually occurs, and rarely results in
eviction except in the most egregious cases. The proposed bill leaves out an important piece of
the puzzle by not making the listing information available to the building ownership and
management. Not because the owner will be able to evict these tenants, but because they will
be able to put these tenants on notice that their activity is illegal so as to prevent it from
occurring in the future, and keep other tenants safe.
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Nor, as a practical matter, can the owner contact the enforcement agencies to report the existence of an illegal
short-term rental. As an owner, reporting such activity is ineffective and likely to cause self-inflicted injury
through fines and penalties because they are always issued against the building owner, not the individual tenant.
Intro. 981 will only result in more unwarranted fines and penalties against innocent owners who are on the front
lines of the battle against transient occupancy, unless there is a provision allowing fines to be issued directly
against an individual tenant who engages in the activity or absolving the innocent owner of any economic
liability.
1. Include an electronic notification to the building owner/managing agent when such activity is
reported to the City.
CHIP’s first recommendation is to include a provision requiring electronic notification to the owner and/or
managing agent of the building where illegal short term rentals occur. This would help in several ways. First, it
would provide owners notice of illegal activity in their building BEFORE they receive a violation for it.
Currently, if a tenant engages in an illegal short term rental and one of the enforcement agencies discover the
activity, all violations are issued to the property owner; $5,000 in penalties right off the bat, with the potential
for more at $1,000 per day if the owner cannot remove the short-term occupant or guarantee the tenant will not
do it again. Given the typical holdover case is a months long process, owners are subject to essentially $50,000
in penalties for the illegal acts of their tenants. Owners do not consent to these sublets, are not informed of
these sublets, and the parties involved often go to great lengths to hide this activity from the owner, with
instructions given to the short term occupants on what to say to building staff so as not to raise concern.
Imposing a penalty on an owner for their tenant’s activity raises significant due process concerns. Prior notice
in this manner could help ease these concerns.
Second, it would provide the necessary information to the owners and managers of these buildings to begin to
address the activity. As mentioned above, illegal transient occupancy violations are issued against the property
even where the tenant is listing and renting the apartment for short-term occupancy. But because information
such as the address of listings isn’t readily available, owners have almost no way of monitoring this type of
activity in their buildings. Right now, because tenants can operate essentially undetected and owners receive
the penalties when such activity is found, there is little deterrent effect to individuals engaging in this activity.
Third, electronic notification in this manner should be easy to implement, as HPD already has the email address
for a building’s managing agent on file because it is submitted as part of the annual building registration
information.
2. Provide immunity to innocent owners who are not complicit in the illegal transient activity.
CHIP’s second recommendation is to include some type of immunity from monetary penalties where an owner
reports illegal transient activity to the City and/or is not complicit in the activity. Under the current system,
owners who discover tenants conducting this activity are left to the court system for a remedy. This involves
predicate notices, opportunities to cure, etc. It is virtually impossible to prevent illegal short-term rentals in this
way, because there is essentially no consequence for tenants who do this. Evictions happen in only the most
egregious cases, and the far more common result is that nothing happens – the tenant stops for the near future
and engages in the activity again shortly thereafter because the necessary information is not available to the
owner to monitor this activity.
This is a safety issue for building owners and their residents. It is time for the City to work with owners on this
issue.
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Thank you Chairman Robert E. Cornegy, Jr. and the members of the City Council Housing and Buildings
Committee for the opportunity to provide written testimony to be included in the hearing on Tuesday June
26, 2018 to consider bills related to the regulation and enforcement of short-term rentals.
My name is Murray Cox and I represent the project Inside Airbnb, a data activist project which provides:
data to help understand the impact of Airbnb on cities around the world; and advocacy for the effective
regulation of short-term rental platforms. I am also a member of the Coalition Against Illegal Hotels in New
York City.
In my testimony, I will be providing
●

Support for Int. No. 0981-2018 A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New
York, in relation to the regulation of short-term residential rentals

●

Support for Int. No. 0554-2018 in relation to civil penalties for illegal conversions of dwelling
units from permanent residences

●

Opposition to Preconsidered Int. No. T2018-2304 in relation to creating an exception to a
violation for the illegal conversion of a dwelling unit from permanent residence

Background
As a New York City resident and community activist, I founded the project Inside Airbnb in 2015 after
concerns about gentrification and the contribution of the conversion of residential housing (rooms and
entire apartments) into hotels in New York City neighborhoods. Highlights of the project and my advocacy
include:
●

As at June 2018, my web site insideairbnb.com has received more than a million page views and
almost 200,000 downloads of public, free data about Airbnb listings in more than 50 global cities.

●

Inside Airbnb data has been used by activists, advocates, cities planners and has been cited in
more than 150 academic publications.

●

Worked with city officials around the world to provide data and advice, including New York City,
the City of San Francisco, the City of Minneapolis, the City of Seattle, the City of Amsterdam and
many more.

●

Participated in town halls, lectures, keynotes and panels at events on short-term rentals and data
in New York City, Paris, Venice, Munich, Berkeley, Sydney and Hobart.
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●

Was an international guest of the City of Paris in June 2018 at a round-table announcing the
cooperation of the cities of Amsterdam Barcelona, Berlin, Lisbon, Madrid, Paris, and Vienna in
confronting illegal short-term rentals and defending the right to housing.

In New York City, apart from providing data to the public, activists, elected officials and the city
administration, I have been:
●

A Member of the Coalition Against Illegal Hotels, a grass roots group made up of more than 30
affordable housing advocates, tenant rights activists and neighbourhoods groups.

●

The co-author of the report "How Airbnb's Data hid the Facts in New York City"1 which discovered
that Airbnb manipulated data which they released, in order to hide commercial operators.

●

The author of research "The Face Of Airbnb, New York City: Airbnb as a Racial Gentrification
Tool"2 which shows that Airbnb is being used by a majority of white hosts in New York City's
Black neighbourhoods, proving that not only is Airbnb bad for neighborhoods of color, it is being
used as an extractive wealth tool, and overwhelmingly as a tool of property speculators and
gentrifiers.

Support for Int. No. 0981-2018
A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in
relation to the regulation of short-term residential rentals
The negative impact of short-term rentals on New York City's housing supply has been successfully
proven by a number of independent researchers and should be entered as fact in considering need for
the regulation of short-term rentals. These findings have included:
●

The loss of more than 13,500 units of housing from New York City's housing market - by
operators with one or more listings, of both entire home listings and rooms, in both apartment
buildings and 1- and 2-family homes

●

All New Yorkers paid approximately $616million in additional rent in one year as a result of the
presence of Airbnb in their neighborhoods

It is for this reason that New York City has some of the most strict laws in the world, which regulate
short-term rental activity. However the question of the city's ability to effectively enforce these laws
remain, as the impacts listed above occurred while these tough laws existed, and make clear that the city
does not currently have the tools to effectively enforce its short-term rental laws.
The major barrier to enforcement is the ability to identify illegal short-term rental activity, while online
platforms protect this illegal activity, primarily by hiding data, in the following ways:

1
2

http://insideairbnb.com/how-airbnb-hid-the-facts-in-nyc/
http://insideairbnb.com/face-of-airbnb-nyc/
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●

anonymising locations of listings on their maps (by up to 300 feet)

●

hiding the street number and street name (in fact, the street name existed for many years, until it
was found to be used for enforcement, whereon it was removed by the major platforms)

●

removal of the number of (other) listings a host has on their site (this feature existed, again for
many years, until it was used by advocates, the press, and enforcement against illegal
commercial operators)

●

limiting search results to a small number (currently 300 on Airbnb) to hide the vast number of
listings available at any time

As an expert of data and regulatory approaches around the world, I have been witness to the clear trend
of cities which have been impacted by short-term rentals, who have responded with thoughtful regulatory
approaches which have evolved (sometimes over many years and various attempts, including by
unsuccessful legal challenges) to include:
●

Limits on short-term rental activity - including bans, permits, primary residency requirements,
caps on the number of guests, caps on the number of nights per year rented, fire and safety
inspections and insurance.

●

Data transparency - requiring hosts and/or platforms to disclose data pertaining to short-term
rental activity.

●

Platform accountability - responsibility for the platforms to enforce limits, provide data, or both.

●

Enforceability - to ensure that illegal activity is easily, efficiently and uniformly applied

An example of a city that has enacted all of these principles is the City of San Francisco, which after their
latest round of regulations went into effect, saw the number of short-term rental listings drop by more than
50% and observations of housing returning the long-term rental market.
Other cities with some elements of the above principles include Chicago and New Orleans, which have
shown some signs of reduced impacts due to short-term rentals.
It is important to note that it was good legislation, not cooperation or self-regulation of the platforms that
created the above successful regulatory frameworks.
New York City, as mentioned previously, includes reasonable limits on short-term rental activity, but does
not currently have the tools of data transparency or platform accountability to effectively and efficiently
find hosts which are flaunting New York City and State laws that protect residential housing.
The proposed Bill, Int. No. 0981-2018, by way of a requirement for platforms to report all booking activity,
adds the required data transparency and accountability essential to the enforcement of New York City
and State Laws and therefore I fully support this Bill.
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Concerns with Bill, Int. No. 0981-2018
Bill, Int. No. 0981-2018 is not perfect, and I would ask the Committee and the Bill's sponsors to consider
the following points:
●

That the data requested from the platforms include the following information to allow: assessment
of legality of activity; measurement of frequency and impact; and the consideration of appropriate
and proportionate enforcement
○

the number of guests hosted for each booking.

○

the date and duration of stay for each booking.

●

Some critics of the bill have expressed the concern over the use of data for profiling; and
therefore it would be appropriate to consider some level of guidance on the usage of data and
oversight.

●

Clear storage, retention and privacy policies for the data obtained and they be appropriate to the
content.

●

That enforcement based on the data not just focus on quality of life issues, as this can be abused
in neighborhoods that are undergoing social and demographic changes.

Support for Int. No. 0554-2018
in relation to civil penalties for illegal conversions of dwelling units from
permanent residences
Consistent with cities around the world, effective regulations include clear increased fines for violators of
short-term rental laws, and the proposed Bill Int. No. 0554-2018 provides this for repeat offenders who
are not deterred by the law or have factored fines into their "cost of doing business". I wholeheartedly
support this bill.

Opposition to Preconsidered Int. No. T2018-2304
in relation to creating an exception to a violation for the illegal conversion of a
dwelling unit from permanent residence
Bill Int. No. T2018-2304 specifies that it would:
create an exception to allow one- and two-family owner-occupied dwellings to use part of the
dwelling for transient occupancy.
with the following exception:
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Exception: A one- or two-family dwelling in which the owner or owner’s relative is a permanent
occupant of such dwelling. For the purposes of this exception, the term “relative” means the
spouse, domestic partner, child, stepchild, brother, sister, parent, grandparent or stepparent, or
any person claimed as a dependent for federal tax purposes.
Also considered in this testimony, is that during the hearing, Committee Members called on a Moratorium
on the enforcement of short-term rental laws in 1- and 2-family homes.
Erroneously, much of the focus of the legality and enforcement of short-term rentals in New York City, has
been on the state's Multiple Dwelling Law which is restricted to Class A Multiple Dwellings, or more
plainly, apartments in a building that has three or more apartments.
This is despite clear city and state laws which limit the conversion of residential housing to non-residential
activities; limits to the number of roomers, boarders and lodgers; and fire and safety laws - all of which
apply to all of New York City's residentially zoned housing, including 1- and 2-family homes.
While the city's rent regulation laws rarely cover 1- and 2-family homes, they are an important part of the
city's affordable housing supply, and frequently utilized by renters and lower income New York residents,
including non-family households.
In gentrifying neighborhoods such as Brownstone Brooklyn, 1- and 2-family homes provide important
housing stock to many of the Borough's long-term renters.
Taking a look at New York City building data, we see that 1-and 2-family homes make up one-quarter of
New York's housing stock, and more than 800,000 units of housing.
Number of Residential Units by the Number of Residential Units in each Building/Home, by Borough

Number of Residential Units in
Building
Borough

1-2 Units in
Building/Home

3+ Units in
Building/Home

Brooklyn

276,700

732,890

The Bronx

83,733

488,790

Manhattan

8,192

921,405

Queens

353,911

478,464

Staten Island

137,952

36,775

TOTAL

860,488

2,658,324

Source: NYC PLUTO Database, September 2016.
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That the Bill or Moratorium would certainly see continued and increased short-term rental activity in some
form across more than 800,000 units of residential housing, I respectfully oppose Int. No. T2018-2304
and oppose the call for a moratorium of enforcement on 1- and 2-family homes.
Council Members that support this bill have used the term "Bed and Breakfasts", in past hearings of this
Committee, and provided examples of long-established businesses that were trying to exist despite the
onset of competition from online platforms like Airbnb, and being snared in the enforcement of regulations
that have been strengthened to address the rise of these platforms.
That no city and state laws currently recognize what we all know and understand as a traditional "Bed and
Breakfast" should be acknowledged, however in past hearings, the number of traditional "Bed and
Breakfasts" could only be estimated at no more than 15 or 25 across the whole city; while the proposed
bill and call for moratorium provide exceptions for more than 800,000 units of precious housing.
I respectfully call for the sponsor of this Bill to consider legislation which more precisely defines the
housing and activity of traditional Bed and Breakfasts and allow for appropriate limits which might include
licensing, fire and safety inspections or equipment, insurance, notification of neighbors and/or zoning
exemptions.
I believe a ULURP process involving accountable and transparent community consultation would be an
appropriate and available activity to legitimize traditional Bed and Breakfasts in New York City.
Thank You.
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The Real Estate Board of New York (REBNY), the City’s leading real estate trade association,
representing commercial, residential, and institutional property owners, builders, managers and brokers
is pleased to submit comments on the proposed legislation.
This bill requires that any listing platform accepting fees in relation to booking services allowing for the
rental of a housing accommodation to report on the address of the unit and the name of the person
renting the unit to the City on a monthly basis or be subject to fines ranging from $5,000-$25,000.
REBNY commends the Council’s efforts to address the growing problem of illegal short-term rentals by
regulating listing platforms. Recently, the City’s Comptroller’s office published a report confirming the
practice contributes to our City’s growing housing affordability crisis by driving up neighborhood rents
1
and by removing housing units from the market. These are important statistics that could allow the City
to continue to study the effects of short-term rental activity upon our housing market.
As you know, short-term rental activity (rentals for less than 30 days) in Class A multiple dwellings
(buildings with three or more units) without the host present for the duration of the stay was banned in
New York State in 2010. REBNY’s members have diligently tried to stymie this growing practice by
combing through listing platforms in order to identify their buildings and to enforce the law, but have
been hindered from doing so because rental platforms are not required to disclose the addresses of
units being rented. Illegal short-term rentals create a number of safety and fire code issues due to the
transient nature the practice promotes within residential buildings. In fact, our members have received
costly fines for building and fire code violations resulting from illegal short-term rental activity often
occurring without their knowledge, after they have taken proactive measures to prohibit the illegal
activity within their buildings, or, after expeditious attempts to correct these violations after being
notified of such activities.
While this legislation is a great first step, REBNY recommends this bill be amended to allow owners to
be notified when their building is posted on a listing platform to allow for greater transparency. Doing so
will ensure this legislation does not disempower owners from enforcing the law within their own
buildings while allowing the City greater efficiencies in identifying those (whether owners or residents)
who are breaking the law. Additionally, the City should provide regular notification to owners and should
grant owners adequate time to address the problem before receiving fines.

1

“The Impact of Airbnb on NYC Rents.” Office of the New York City Comptroller. May 3, 2018.
<https://comptroller.nyc.gov/reports/the-impact-of-airbnb-on-nyc-rents/>. Accessed June 25, 2018.
Reggie Thomas | Senior Vice President of Government Affairs | (212) 616-5209 | rthomas@rebny.com
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There are several other ways the bill could be improved to ensure its success, which are listed below:


Rebuttable presumption. REBNY recommends the City allow for the creation of a rebuttable
presumption allowing violations incurred by the owner to be waived provided s/he demonstrates
meeting certain good faith efforts to curb or prohibit illegal short-term rentals. These efforts
could be defined as including lease terms or riders prohibiting illegal short-term rentals,
providing notice to the residents of the law and their intent to enforce the law, and/or seeking
injunctive relief from housing court. Providing such a mechanism allows owners who are aware
of these activities to report violations to the City without fear of incurring fines themselves for
illegal short-term rental violations by residents. Furthermore, the City should seek to penalize
the party responsible for any violations associated with illegal short-term rental activity by
passing on those fines. If a tenant is found to be the offending party, s/he should not only be
subject to all penalties, but s/he should also be precluded from the rebuttable presumption of
landlord harassment for a period of time.



Opt-out provision. REBNY recommends the City require listing platforms to allow building
owners to “opt out” of their services and prohibit residents from listing units in those buildings.
Listing platforms with this information should be required to remove any units provided by these
self-reported buildings and should face penalties for noncompliance.

REBNY is happy the Council has taken such an important step in protecting our affordable housing
stock and we look forward to working with the Council to further strengthen this legislation.
For the abovementioned reasons, REBNY SUPPORTS INTRO No. 981.

Reggie Thomas | Senior Vice President of Government Affairs | (212) 616-5209 | rthomas@rebny.com
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Testimony of Josh Meltzer, Head of Northeast Public Policy, Airbnb
Committee on Housing and Buildings
New York City Council
In Opposition to Int. 0981-2018 and Int. 0554-2018
Tuesday, June 26, 2018
Good morning. My name is Josh Meltzer and I am the Head of Northeast Public Policy for
Airbnb. I thank Chairman Cornegy and the Housing Committee for the opportunity to submit
testimony concerning Intros 981 and 554, two deeply flawed bills that place the interests of the
hotel industry above the interests of New Yorkers who rely on opening their own home to stay in
their home.
The Council should reject these ill-conceived proposals that will threaten New Yorkers with
eviction and foreclosure and undermine core privacy protections online, all to protect the record
profits of multinational hotel corporations.
Before turning to our specific comments to the draft regulations, I want to provide an overview
of the Airbnb community in New York City and some of the tools we’ve used to establish trust
and security on our platform.
Airbnb: An Overview of Our Community in New York City & Around the World
Airbnb was launched in 2008 with a single listing in a single apartment in San Francisco. Our
founders, including New York’s own Brian Chesky, were struggling to afford an increasingly
expensive housing market and decided to open up their own home to host other artists who were
in town for a design conference.
A decade later, that single home share has turned into a platform that has brought over 400
million guests in 4.5 million listings in 81,000 cities in nearly every country across the globe.
Of course, while Airbnb has used the power of the internet to bring together millions of hosts
and guests, New Yorkers are well aware that home sharing didn’t start with Airbnb. Rather, it is
a historic tradition-- in this state and others.
Airbnb is proud to be part of this tradition. In 2017, nearly 58,000 hosts across New York State
welcomed 2.6 million guests. In addition, over 3 million outbound guests from New York used
Airbnb to travel domestically and abroad, highlighting how more and more residents are
viewing home sharing as a new option for unique, affordable accommodations.
The vast majority of Empire State hosts are middle class residents who share their homes
occasionally to pay for their mortgage, medicine, and student loans, or save money for

1

retirement or a rainy day. In fact, last year, the typical New York host shared their home for
about four nights a month, bringing in $6,700 to help make ends meet.
Furthermore, 97 percent of revenue generated from hosting through Airbnb goes directly to our
hosts, who plow it back into the local economy.
With Airbnb, visiting families can access an alternative way to travel — one that delivers
economic benefits not only through the income earned by hosts, but also via the money guests
spend at local businesses near their listings.
New York City is one of Airbnb’s largest global markets. In 2017:
●

There were over 43,000 Active Hosts in New York City. Thanks in part to Airbnb’s
voluntary “One Host, One Home” (OHOH) product, which limits multi-listing operators
in New York City, 95 percent of hosts who share an “entire home” have a single entire
home listing within the five boroughs.1 Airbnb is the only short-term rental platform to
have a system like OHOH, highlighting our commitment to being a cooperative actor in
protecting affordable housing while protecting New Yorkers’ right to share their home.
Under OHOH, over 5,000 listings have been removed in New York City since Nov. 2016.

●

The typical New York City host earned about $6,400 in the year ending May 1, 2018 by
sharing their listing for about five nights a month, reinforcing the fact that most hosts are
not full-time “commercial” operators, but are everyday New Yorkers who turn to sharing
their home part-time to make ends meet.
These hosts should not be lumped together with full-time, commercial operators any
more than someone who runs a stoop sale in Brooklyn should be seen on the same plane
as the Fulton Mall. Rather, the City should recognize--as most New Yorkers do--that
there is a clear difference between the majority of hosts who share their own home and
the handful of bad actors who try to take advantage of the system.

●

Our annual survey of hosts found that 73 percent of renter-hosts are rent burdened (pay
more than 30 percent of their income in rent) and 33 percent are severely rent burdened
(pay more than 50 percent of their income in rent). As a result, 77 percent of New York
City Airbnb hosts say that they used the money they earn from home sharing to stay in
their home, with 28 percent of hosts reporting that home sharing has helped them avoid
eviction and 18 percent saying they avoided foreclosure.

1

New York City is one of only three places in the world where One Host, One Home is in effect (the others are
Portland, Ore., and the neighborhood of Ciutat Vella in Barcelona, Spain). While Airbnb is proud to be the only STR
platform that has a OHOH system, the lack of a uniform policy across the industry opens the door for unscrupulous
hosts to go to great lengths to evade detection by Airbnb or move their business to another platform entirely. As a
result, Airbnb supports state legislation (A7520/S7182) that would require short-term rental hosts in New York City
to register and enshrine the principle of OHOH in the Multiple Dwelling Law to ensure that all platforms live up to
this high standard.
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●

The New York City host community reflects our extraordinary diversity:
○ Home sharing generated nearly $60 million for hosts in predominantly-Hispanic
neighborhoods in 2016.
○ Hosts in predominantly-Black neighborhoods earned over $70 million in 2017—
up by 63 percent from 2016.
○ In New York City’s predominantly Chinese-American neighborhoods, nearly
1,600 hosts generated $20 million in supplemental income by welcoming 67,000
inbound guests in 2017.
○ Senior citizen hosts are the fastest growing community in New York City, rising
60 percent in the year ending September 1, 2016. Supplemental income from STR
is particularly important to this population, which often struggles to “age in
place” on fixed incomes. This Council clearly recognizes the urgency to support
older residents. In fact, the FY 2019 budget the includes $1.5 million to match
500 seniors with screened roommates as well as hundreds of millions of dollars
to build new housing for seniors on public land. The Council should similarly
support efforts by seniors to welcome travelers to their homes and maintain their
independence as they age.
○ Millennials represent the largest segment of New York City’s host community,
with many of them turning to home sharing to pay record student debt, secure
additional training for the modern workforce, and afford their share of the rent.

●

New York City hosts welcomed 1.8 million guests in 2017. Unlike hotels, which are
heavily concentrated in the tourist hotspot of Midtown Manhattan, Airbnb guests are
welcomed by hosts throughout the five boroughs. In fact, 88 percent of Airbnb listings in
New York City are located outside this district, with the fastest growth occurring in
Queens and The Bronx.

●

Given the long history of hotel price gouging in New York--including during emergency
situations like Hurricane Sandy and the 2016 blizzard-- it is no surprise that 37 percent
of these 1.8 million guests reported that they either could not have stayed as long in New
York or would not have been able to come at all were it not for the option of home
sharing.2
This infusion of travelers-- particularly in communities historically left behind by the
tourism economy-- creates enormous opportunity for local small businesses, with Airbnb
guests spending one-third of their daytime spending in the neighborhood surrounding
their listing. Resident hosts take pride in connecting guests with their favorite shops and
restaurants, providing an authentic, affordable experience for millions. In fact, according

2

In contrast to hotel price gouging during Sandy, over 400 Airbnb hosts opened their doors for free to individuals
affected by Sandy, providing a warm, safe place to sleep and a deep sense of community at a time of loss and
uncertainty. See: https://www airbnb com/community-stories/new-york/sandys-impact.
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to HR&A, Airbnb generated $2.8 billion in economic activity in New York City and
supported 30,000 jobs in 2016 alone.
Trust and Security on Airbnb
In addition to creating economic opportunity for hosts and local businesses alike, we believe that
keeping our global community safe, both online and offline, is very important. Indeed, one of the
reasons for Airbnb’s success has been our investment in a comprehensive approach to building
trust with--- our hosts, guests, and neighbors:
●

Background Checks and Watch Lists: While no background check system is
infallible, we screen all hosts and guests globally against regulatory, terrorist, and
sanctions watch lists. For United States residents, we also run background checks
looking for prior felony convictions, sex offender registrations, and significant
misdemeanors. We are working with additional governments around the world to
identify where we can do more background checks.

●

Risk Scoring: In an effort to prevent bad actors from ever accessing our platform in the
first place, each and every Airbnb reservation is scored ahead of time for risk. We have a
real-time detection system that uses machine learning and predictive analytics to
instantly evaluate hundreds of signals to flag and then stop suspicious activity. When we
detect potentially concerning behavior, our team takes a range of actions, including
removing a user from the platform entirely.

●

Secure Messaging: Through the Airbnb platform, we also have a safe and easy way for
guests and hosts to get to know each other directly before requesting or approving a
reservation. Our secure on-platform messaging tool is there for both sides to ask each
other questions before requesting or accepting a reservation and to set clear expectations
— something we highly recommend doing. Additionally, our messaging tool helps hosts
and guests stay in touch as needed throughout the trip to ensure everything goes well.

●

Reviews: Our review system enables you to see what other community members have
said about a potential guest, host, or home. Guests and hosts publicly review each other
and can only do so after the reservation is complete, so you know the feedback is based
on actual experiences.

●

Home Safety: We run home safety workshops with hosts and local fire services to
equip our community with the latest advice from leading experts, and we also give out
free smoke and carbon monoxide detectors to hosts.

●

Account Security: Our secure platform ensures your money and personal information
are protected. We take a number of measures to safeguard your Airbnb account,
4

including using multi-factor authentication whenever a login is attempted from a new
device.
●

Preventing Scams: Fake or misrepresented users and listings have no place in our
community, and we deploy a multilayer defense strategy to help ensure that these kind of
scams are rare. All you need to do to protect yourself is to stay on our secure Airbnb
platform throughout the entire process -- from communication, to booking, to payment.

●

24/7 Global Response & Assistance: In the rare event that an issue should arise,
Airbnb’s global Customer Service and Trust and Safety teams are on call 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, in 11 different languages to help make things right with rebooking
assistance, as well as refunds, reimbursements, and our insurance program. If, for
instance, you arrive at a listing and it’s not as advertised, all you need to do is reach out
to our team and we are here to help.

●

Neighbor Tool: We want to do everything we can to help our community members be
good neighbors in the places they too call home, which is why we launched our Neighbor
Tool. Anyone can go to airbnb.com/neighbors to share specific concerns they might have
about a listing in their community. Hosting is a big responsibility and those who fail to
meet our standards and expectations may be subject to suspension or removal.

●

Host Guarantee: Hosts can rest assured that they are protected by our Million Dollar
Host Guarantee, which covers listings for up to $1,000,000 USD in damage -- and it’s
free for all hosts and every single booking.
○

●

In 2017, there were more than 49 million trips at Airbnb listings worldwide.
Significant property damage (claims that were reimbursed under our Host
Guarantee program for over $1,000) was reported to us only 0.004 percent of the
time. At that rate, you could host a new reservation every single day for over 63
years without expecting to file a significant property damage claim under our
Host Guarantee.

Insurance: Our Host Protection Insurance provides hosts with additional protection
against third party claims of property damage or bodily injury up to $1,000,000 USD.

Airbnb’s Commitment to Collecting Taxes and Supporting Public Services
Airbnb believes that short term rentals should support core public services. That’s why, in
addition to developing critical public safety tools, we are committed to working with states to
efficiently and effectively collect and remit lodging taxes on behalf of our hosts and guests.
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Since 2014, the company has signed voluntary collection agreements (VCA) with over 400
jurisdictions around the world, including the neighboring states of Connecticut, Vermont, and
Pennsylvania, nearby cities like Jersey City and Philadelphia, and as 21 counties in New York
State. These VCAs have enabled us to collect over $500 million to support everything from
services for individuals and families without homes (Chicago, Los Angeles) to affordable housing
funds (Portland, Ore., New Orleans).
Unfortunately, with the exception of county bed taxes, New York law prevents Airbnb from
automatically collecting and remitting local and state sales and lodging taxes. That’s why we
supported legislation in Albany (A-7520/S-7182) that would extend all applicable taxes to
short-term rentals and allow platforms like Airbnb to remit taxes to the City and the State,
streamlining collection and ensuring compliance.
We estimate that Airbnb would generate over $100 million in taxes in the first year alone.
Airbnb’s Comments on Int. 981-2018
Airbnb believes that all New Yorkers have the right to share their own space and that short-term
rentals are an important element of a growing tourist economy that democratizes the benefits of
the travel economy to small businesses in the community, not just multinational hotel and
restaurant chains.
We are also aware of the unique challenges faced by cities like New York, which have struggled
with housing affordability long before Airbnb came into existence.3 What is best for New York
City won’t be the same as what’s best for traditional vacation rental markets on Long Island or
the Hudson Valley or emerging tourist economies like the Adirondacks or the Southern Tier.
Rather, policy needs to be carefully crafted to protect affordable housing, preserve quality of life,
and-- most importantly--to target enforcement resources to individuals who abuse home
sharing by kicking tenants out of buildings to run 24/7 illegal hotels.
Intro 981 does none of these things. Rather, it doubles down on a failed approach to short-term
rental regulation that has led a City law enforcement agency-- the Office of Special
Enforcement--to become little more than a tool of the hotel industry, spending tens of millions
of dollars of taxpayer money to harass and fine New Yorkers who share their own home.4
3

As the NYU Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy has found, home prices in New York City were soaring
long before Airbnb was even founded, increasing by 250 percent from 1974 to 2006, and 124 percent from 1996 to
2006 alone. See: http://furmancenter.org/research/sonychan/2008-report.
4
OSE reported that it spends 95 percent of its time on “illegal hotels” despite the fact that the City’s own data shows
that other concerns were of greater concern to the public. In the fiscal year ending June 30, 2018, there have been
fewer than 1,400 complaints citywide categorized as “space used as a hotel, vacation rental, or short stay,” compared
to about 200,000 noise complaints, 46,600 complaints about “dangerous locations or situations,” 81,000 complaints
about lack of heat or hot water in an entire residential building, and even 2,900 notifications about stray kittens (Data
through May 2018; Noise complaints combine multiple categories, such as “noise from neighbor” and “noise from
street or sidewalk”);
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Worse yet, Intro 981 undermines data privacy for New Yorkers, forcing residents to consent to
the disclosure of their personal information to a law enforcement agency that has worked hand
in glove with industry to intimidate home sharers.
In 2017, the hotel industry pledged to spend more than $1 million to spy on New Yorkers who
are sharing their home on Airbnb5, hiring special investigators and even conducting sting
operations. From these spy operations, the hotel lobby has submitted “dossiers” to the Office of
Special Enforcement, “wrapped in a bow,”6 with the understanding the agency will pursue
enforcement action against the hotel industry’s target hosts.
Moreover, the fact that Intro 981’s definition of “booking service” is limited to online platforms
not only conflicts with the spirit of federal law concerning e-commerce, but also speaks to the
ultimate motivation of this bill, which is about targeting Airbnb, not actually addressing issues
related to the short-term rental industry writ large-- an industry that has been part of the New
York City economy for generations.
As evidenced by Airbnb’s voluntary One Host, One Home policy, countless meetings between
our hosts and members of this Council, and our years-long efforts to enact comprehensive
regulatory reform at the state level, we firmly believe that the Council can and should address
issues related to short-term rentals.
In fact, even as many of our competitors have done little to promote responsible home sharing,
Airbnb has worked with cities and states across the country-- from Philadelphia to Chicago, to
Seattle and San Jose-- to help legislators embrace the clear economic benefits of home sharing,
while minimizing the potential for home sharing to be abused by bad actors or to impose
externalities on communities.
Airbnb’s Comments on Int. 554-2018
Intro 554 would double down on an unfair system, imposing draconian fines on individual New
Yorkers who share their homes. The proposed penalties-- up to $50,000 plus $2,000/day-dwarf any penalties currently assessed by the Department of Buildings for code violations.7
For example, even when gas is supplied to a building without inspection and certification by
DOB-- an immediately hazardous Class 1 violation-- the standard fine is only $1,000.8

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-12/hotel-money-is-funding-anti-airbnb-sting-operations;
http://www nyc gov/html/ops/ll47/html/ll47_reports/ll47_reports shtm
5
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-12/hotel-money-is-funding-anti-airbnb-sting-operations.
6
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-12/hotel-money-is-funding-anti-airbnb-sting-operations.
7
http://www.nyc.gov/html/ecb/downloads/pdf/BuildingsPenaltySchedule.pdf.
8
27-904 & FGC 406.6.2 B156; Class 1 violations are defined as “immediate hazardous” under 1 RCNY §102-01(b)(1).
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Moreover, as with Intro 981, there is nothing in the bill that would distinguish the vast majority
of responsible home sharers in New York from the minority of truly bad actors who post a threat
to public safety.
A Better Path Forward
We believe the Council should reject Intros 981 and 554 and instead work collaboratively with
Airbnb hosts on a comprehensive plan that could include the following elements:
●

Ensure New Yorkers can Share their Own Home, While Targeting Bad
Actors: Any Council effort should clearly recognize the right of New Yorkers to share
their own home, while targeting the minority of truly bad actors who threaten tenants
and run full-time hotels.

●

Enact Data Sharing Requirements that Target Bad Actors: The Council should
work with platforms to craft data sharing provisions that respect laws designed to protect
the personal data of users, while giving regulators visibility into the community in order
to target and root out bad actors.

●

Require Registration: The Council should enact a registration system for short-term
rentals in New York City that safely and securely provides regulators with information
across online and offline platforms. Fees from registration could support enforcement
against bad actors and/or other Council priorities.

●

Extend City Taxes to Home Sharing and Allow Platform Collection. While the
Council does not have the authority to authorize all STR-related tax collection (the state
controls/collects the City sales tax and the State hotel unit fee), it can extend the
city-collected hotel tax to STR and allow platforms like Airbnb to collect and remit that
tax on behalf of our host community. This would have allowed Airbnb alone to collect
and remit nearly $31 million to the City in the year ending October 31, 2017.

●

Protect Affordable Housing: The Council should follow the lead of comprehensive
reform proposed in Albany that would bar STR in NYCHA, rent-controlled housing, and
housing paid for with vouchers, and limit home sharing in rent stabilized housing to
prevent profiteering.

●

Protect Hosts, Guests, and Neighbors: While the vast majority of short-term
rentals are positive experiences, the Council can prepare for the small fraction of
negative cases by imposing an insurance requirement on STR and creating a “three
strikes” policy.

Thank you again for your time.
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